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Mazel Tov on your baby’s Bris!

Your baby may, understandably, be a bit more irritable over the next few hours. He may whimper when passing 

water and may need extra comforting.  

He has double diapers on to give him extra padding, and to help keep his legs apart, don't be afraid to handle him – 

it won't hurt. 

In all other respects try to keep his routine as normal as possible.

You must change his diapers and vaseline hourly (even if you have to wake him) for the first 2 changes.

It is normal for there to be some small blood staining on the gauze square or in the diaper. However, if there is 
any fresh bleeding (this is usually dark and sticky and will saturate the gauze square completely) then please 
call me immediately: 201-970-5716  

Following circumcision, the penis can look red and sore. This is entirely normal and will settle over the next few 

days, taking about ten to fourteen days to take on the appearance of a normal circumcised penis. 

Because it is constantly damp inside the diaper, the wound will not form a hard scab. Instead, there may be some 

creamy colored oozing from the wound area which will not turn hard. This discharge is part of the normal healing 

process, and should not be confused with pus. Do not try to wipe it away, it will disappear on its own.   

There may also be some small bloodstains on the diapers at this time, this is not unusual and can be ignored. 

There may be a ring of swelling just below the head of the penis, this is quite common and the swelling will 

eventually go down but it may take some time.   

Please ensure to change his diapers every 2 hours as wet diapers get very tight inside and will rub on the wound. 

You may need to go up one size in his diaper.   

If during this time the penis is seen by someone who is not used to seeing babies circumcised by this method they 

may express surprise at the appearance even suggesting that the wound is infected. You may reassure them that 

this is most unlikely to be the case. I will be pleased to answer any inquiries – even months later, so please call 
me anytime.   

Healing

After the Bris

BRIS POST-OP INSTRUCTIONS
These notes are for your guidance to help you care for him over the next few days and weeks.

Day 1 - Day of  Bris

You may bath the baby. Sit him in warm soapy water, just take extra care and be gentle with his penis especially 

when drying him. Also be careful to keep the water below the umbilical cord if it is still present.

Apply a LITTLE vaseline to the bris area with your clean finger at each diaper change. 

Change as needed. 

Back to single diaper. 

Bath every day while the wound is healing. 

Next 2 weeks

Apply a fresh gauze with a thick layer of vaseline at each diaper change. 

First 2 changes should be every 1 hour. 

Then change every 2 hours. 

Use double diapers, one on top of the other, until his bath tomorrow. 

No bath today.


